Abstract-often one is interested in identifying whether the financial market for a commodity has entered a "bullish" or a "bearish" characteristic. Stable or, more commonly, o-stable distributions, have been enhanced as a popular model for stock prices, and such change in charact,eristics may be related to the parameter(s) of these underlying distributions. This paper deals with discriminat,ion between two stable distributions.
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
We consider the problem of classification of an observation from one of two strictly cu-stable populations (a # 1) with unknown parameters, based on training samples? one each from the two populations. The case of equal ns is first considered in Section 2. A simple and elegant quantile-based rule is constructed by exploitin g a well-known property of the difference of two stable random variables and also by usin g a closed form expression for the t,ail probability of a st,able distribution. Such rules are often needed in pract,ice, e.g.. to identify, based on a new observation, whether the financial market for a commodity has entered a "bullish" or a "bearish" characteristic, as has been classified, and thus, the corresponding parameters also determined, by
The authors are extremely grateful to Prof. S. T. Rachev for his continuous rncouragenlPut to work on this problem, for his valuable constructive criticisms, for the program on estimation of thrl parameters of a stable distribution.
and finally for the real-life data set used in this paper. The first author \vould like to tha. We believe that this work is the very first one on statistical classification for stable distributions and will pave the road for future research in this area by exposing interesting problems.
We require the following adaptations from results in [l] . For o # 1, the tail probability of a standard st,able distribmion at, 0. F(O) has a. ::losed form expression; i.e.,
Therefore,
Note that pi2 fp2i = 1 The classification rule can now be formulated as follows:
if 1: -G,,I~ < /f-Gn.2i assign to Population 1, 0.w. assign to Population 2.
A corresponding modification to account for inclusion probabilities is:
ifrlif-Gn,li <m~~--G,,2~ assign to Population 1, O.W. assign to Population 2.
REMARK 2.1. At this point, although nothing can be said about nonstrictly stable distributions in general, a few simple manipulations, with the integral representations of the distribution functions of stable distributions as given by Zolotarev, show that the above procedure can be applied to the nonstrictly stable distributions given by LY < 1, /3 < 1, and (Y > 1, i.e., the classes for which ~12 # 0.5.
The Distribution of the G,,,
From (2.7), we have that each indicator in the defining equation follows a binomial distribution, taking the value 1 with probability p, where
(2.8)
Note that p takes one of the values pijs.
The exact distribution is found out by considering the distribution of the number of X&s that are greater than Y. P(n,G,,i = k) = (2.9)
A REAL LIFE EXAMPLE

Description of the Data Set
The original data set provided to us by Rachev (who should be contacted for any further details of this data set) consisted of share prices of a certain category, over a period of time, which are transformed by taking sequential differences of natural logarithms of each share price as is usually done in econometric studies of price phenomena (see [2] ). The justification for dividing the set into two samples is on the basis of a "changepoint" from "bullish" to "bearish" tendencies.
Construction of the Rule
A brief description of the SPLUS functions and program parts used is given below. Detailed listings of these programs are available to the interested readers from the authors.
Total samples size is 614. nsampl gives the breakpoint at which the sample is partitioned. This is set to be 320. prlog is the transformed data set which is created by taking the successive differences of the log of the input vector of raw data. This actually gives the empirical tail probability at u based on sample sam. pi, p2 are estimates of population inclusion probabilities.
The function fq actually constructs the rule which is of t,he form Rough estimates were obtained by considering the upper extreme l/lOth of each sample. Apparent error rates (AERs) were obtained using esterr function. This funct,ion first computes samplewise error estimates prop1 , prop2 and then combines them to obtain the combined sample AER (prop3).
Further Comparison
Against Sample Homogeneity
Incorporating a C-routine supplied by Rachev [3] to estimate the parameter quadruples of a st,able distribution, a C-routine developed by the authors calculates the AER obtained from the rule constructed, and the corresponding parameter estimates for the assumed underlying stable populations, given the choice of subsamples (input by the user).
Rachev's estimator fails for certain ranges, for which however, the rule can still be constructed but no comparisons can be made as to sample homogeneity. Incidentally, some 6f $hese regions appear to give the lowest AERs.
Varying these subsample choices, we report the following: c is the transformed "scale" factor (A"" of Zolotarev [I] ) and b is the transformed "shift", as in [3] .
FIRST PAIR OF SUBSAMPLES.
subsample-l lower limit = 288 (i.e., starting from data no. 288 of original set), upper limit 
Conclusions
Shifting the breakpoint back from 320 to 200 reduces the AER to about 0.33, which combined with the corresponding graphical comparison of the indices of the two subsamples indicates that retrogression of the breakpoint reduces the index heterogeneity between the two groups, and hence, the rule performs better. From a well-known result (see [4] ), the negative of the log-tail asymptotically goes to the index Q: of the underlying a-stable distribution. We exploit this result to produce Figure 2 , which shows a comparison of the log-tails of the two empirical distribution functions. The lighter line shows the first sample, and the darker one shows the second sample.
The plot suggests the possibility of a difference in the indices of the two distributions, indicating thereby that the initial breakpoint to separate the two samples from the original dataset is not quite justified in taking the two samples to be homogeneous with respect to the index 0.
For our example above, we have avoided this problem by judiciously selecting the breakpoint.
However, in other real-life problems, one may naturally encounter two differing index parameters.
A generalization (nontrivial) then of our above approach to cover such situations is, thus, of practical necessity and importance-a problem we intend to take up for future research. An alternative, however computationally involved, approach is given below.
FISHER TYPE DISCRIMINATION RULES
Since, in general, closed form expressions for the stable densities in terms of elementary functions are not available, it is difficult to visualize density ratio type discriminant functions. However, Zolotarev [l] gives an analytical form containing definite integrals, which can be used as a basis for constructing approximations to the actual density ratios. This method, though computation intensive, suffers from theoretical difficulties-notably, absence of conclusive results about the existence of expectations of derivatives of log-densities of stable distributions. From the computational viewpoint, using the generalized pseudo-maximum likelihood (GPML) framework as developed by us (SenGupta and Roy [5] ), one can also incorporate this density-ratio in a logistic discrimination-type (SenGupta and Roy [6] ) GPML framework.
Representation of Stable Densities
The following representations are from Zolotarev [l].
THEOREM 4.1. Let
Ul(q&@) = 74 + t+) 2 cos (7$/2) .exp (:(,+i)tan?).
Then the densities of standard stable distributions can be writtell as follows.
( We first consider standard stable distributions and classify them into three major groups by the form of their density representations under h(x) within these groups. Next, we replace the integrals in the numerator and denominator by composite quadrature formulae, i.e., divide the range of integration into several subintervals and apply a simple quadrature formula to each of them.
If the underlying distributional parameters are already known, we simply substitute these values in the computed ratios, or use estimated values of the parameters from the sample derived from either empirical c.f.s or other methods.
Since the quadrabure formulae occurring in the numerator and denominator can be computed with arbitrary accuracy, we have a simple though computationally intensive method of discrimination in stable distributions.
Thus, it only remains to present h(x) explicitly. Denote
where -9* < 4 5 1; (2) for a = 1, ,O # 0, Vx, K(4) = Ur(4, PI exp ( -e-T'i7Ur(4, PI) .
We sometimes use the notation V, or VI for short, equivalently.
We now present h(x) explicitly. Note that several cases are possible. REMARKS 4.1. We observe that by using the form of the ratio of the densities, and estimating in the usual GPML iterative schemes, we can arrive at estimators of stable parameter quadruples as well as the rule simultaneously.
PROGRAMS AND COMPUTATIONAL SUPPORT
Almost all the computer programs which have been developed for the specific purpose of computational work required in this work has been written in C and compiled in TURBO C.
Apart from programs written in Turbo-C, the statistical package SPLUS (Windows Version 3.3)
has been used. Graphs have been drawn using GNUPLOT 2.2. The GNUPLOT programs here have been designed to output LalQX output which need to be included in a LaTD document.
Commenting out the set terminal and set output options in the programs will generate screen out,puts.
A cont,ents-list of the major programs used in this paper which may be used for implementation of our rules in classification of other qualifying real-life data sets is given below. The programs have been detailed with the appropriate source codes in the Appendix. Listing of supporting smaller files called by these programs are available to the int,erested readers from thr authors.
1. combin1.c combin1.c is a C-routine that incorporates the program t,o estimate st,able paramet,er quadruples as also the corresponding discrimination rule based on quantiles.
stabfig.c
The C-program that generates tables for the GNUPLOT programs "stablinp"
and "stab2.inp" for stable discrimination.
3. stabl.inp GNUPLOT program to plot the two rules, i.e., with and wit,hout considering inclusion probabilities.
4. stab2.inp GNUPLOT program to plot the estimated log-quantiles for the two subsamples.
FIGURES
The figures shown here were all drawn using GNUPLOT programs which can be used to pro- printf("\n") ; printf("error estimate for I-st sample = %lf\n",*prop); printf("error estimate for 2-nd sample = %lf\n",*(prop+l)); printf("error estimate for combined sample = %lf\n",*(prop+2)); printf("sample_i lower limit = %d\n",*limits[O]); printf("sample_1 upper limit = %d\n",*(limits[O]+l)); printf("sample_2 lower limit = %d\n",*limits[l]); printf("sample-2 upper limit = %d\n",*(limits[i]+i)); if(argc == 3) { outfile = fopen(argv [2] ,"a"); fprintf(outfile,"\n"); fprintfcoutfile, "error estimate for I-st sample = %lf\n",*prop); fprintfcoutfile, "error estimate for 2-nd sample = %lf\n",*(prop+i)); fprintfcoutfile, "error estimate for combined sample = %lf\n",*(prop+2)); fprintf(outfile," sample-l lower limit = %d\n", *limits[O]) ; fprintf(outfile," sample-i upper limit = %d\n", *(limits[Ol+l)); fprintf(outfile," sample-2 lower limit = %d\n", *limits[i]); fprintf(outfile," sample-2 upper limit = %d\n", *(limits[l]+l)); fclose(outfile); i; void est_print(int argc,char *argv[] , double *est_par,int j) {FILE *outfile; printf("\n parameter estimates for sample_%d\n",j);
printf("alpha = %lf\n",*est_par); printf("beta = %lf\n",*(est_par+l)); printf("c = %lf\n" ,*(est_par+2)); printf("delta = %lf\n",*(est_par+3)); if(argc == 3) { outfile = fopen(argv [2] ,"a"); fprintf(outfile,"\n parameter estimates for sample_%d\n",j); fprintf(outfile,"alpha = %lf\n",*est_par); fprintf(outfile,"beta = %lf\n",*(est_par+l)); fprintf(outfile,"c = %lf\n" ,*(est_par+2)); fprintf(outfile,"delta = %lf\n",*(est_par+3)); fclose(outfile); void error_calc(double *samp [2] , double *test [2] ,int *limits [2] , int *limitsl [2] ,double *prop, double *param) (int j,i,jj,ii,cnt,lim,liml; 1 outf ile2=fopen("stplot2.dat","w"); for(i=O;i<*sampdim-l;i++) { xx=*(sampCOl+i); fprintf(outfile2,'Xlf %lf\n" ,xX,-log(qtile(sampCOl,xx,*sampdim))); 1 1091 outfile3=fopen("stplot3.dat8',W'); for(i=O;i<*(sampdim+l)-l;i++) { xx=*(sampCll+i); fprintf(outfile3,"Xlf %lf\n",xx, -log(qtile(samp[ll,xx,*(sampdim+l)))); 11 double rulei(double *sampC2],double x,double *par) { int i,nl,n2; double val,npl,np2,n; nl=(int) (*par>; n2=(int) (*(par+l)>; n= (*(par+l))+(*par); npl=np2=0.0; for(i=O;i<nl;i++) npl += *(samp[OI+i) >x ? 1.0 : 0.0; for(i=O;i<n2;i++) np2 += *(samp[Il+i> >x ? 1.0 : 0.0; npi /=n; np2 /=n; val=fabs(np2-0.5)-fabs(npl-0.5); return(va1); stab2.inp set terminal latex set output "stabr2.tex" set size 4.5/5.,3.5/3. #set format xy "$%g$ set title "Plot of -1ogCquantile) for two samples" set xlabel "$x$" 0,-2 set ylabel I'$-log(quantile)$" -7 set nokey set label "1st sample (i-320)" at 0.18,6 left set label "2nd sample (321-614)" at 0.18,5.5 left #set xtics plot "stplot2.dat" w l,"stplot3.dat" w 1
